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Abstract

Modularity Vitality has recently been identified as an efficient and powerful way of identifying
“community bridges" and “community hubs" in unipartite networks [6]. In this work, we expand
this line of analysis to bipartite networks by deriving efficient calculations for Bipartite Modularity
Vitality, Modularity Vitality on projected networks over the projected nodes, and Modularity Vitality
on projected networks over the non-projected nodes. These measures of contribution to community
structure aid in the identification of central nodes in bipartite networks, and in the interpretation of
bipartite communities.

Community hubs contribute positively to community structure through intra-community links, while
community bridges contribute negatively through inter-community links. Modularity Vitality mea-
sures node contributions to community structure by taking the difference of a network partition’s
modularity and that of the network partition if a node were to be removed. An efficient procedure
for calculating modularity vitality has been derived. One application of this measure showed that
community hubs in hashtag networks are more helpful in interpreting the hashtag community than
other common measures, such as degree [5].

Enhanced methods of interpreting communities is of particular interest in the field of Social Cyber-
security [4, 10]. In this field, social media communities are analyzed to understand public discourse
and how it may be manipulated. It is very common to study communities of users, hashtags, and
URLs [7, 10, 11, 2]. Modularity vitality has been used to find users central to coordination networks
on Twitter [8]. However, these networks are often bipartite, i.e. User-to-Hashtag networks, and
thus require specialized analysis. At the same time, multiple definitions of Modularity have been
defined for bipartite networks. Here, we study Barber’s definition, and derive an efficient calculation
for Bipartite Modularity Vitality [3]. We show that Bipartite Modularity Vitality can be used to
identify community bridges and hubs in both node-sets simultaneously through demonstration on a
User-to-URL Twitter Network. Community hubs within the URL nodeset are representative URLs,
or URLs which can be used to best interpret the community they belong to. Community hubs within
the user nodeset can be used similarly.

While pure bipartite analysis is a natural choice, projection is still extremely common in practice
[10, 9]. Arthur thus defined a Projected Modularity, which accounts for the artifacts present in the
unipartite graph from projection [1]. From this we derive two Projected Modularity Vitalities. First,
the vitality over the resulting nodeset. That is, a measure of community contribution for each node
present in the unipartite network. This measure can be used as Modularity Vitality has been previously,
though it is now appropriate for projected networks. Second, the vitality over the projected nodeset.
This vitality measures community contribution for each node in the nodeset that was projected over.

To demonstrate these vitalities, we project the User-to-URL network over the URLs, giving a User-to-
User network, with weights indicating the number of times two users shared the same URL. Our first
Projected Modularity Vitality identifies users which are hubs within their community, and are thus a
reasonable starting point to interpret their group. The second Projected Modularity Vitality identifies
URLs which are contributing the most to the community structure of our Users. Analysis of these



values together allow for similar insights to the bipartite analysis, while utilizing unipartite methods
of community discovery.
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